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PRESENTATION 

 

Operator^  Welcome to the First Quarter 2014 EPM Earnings Conference Call.  My name is 

Jeanette, and I will be your operator for today's call.  At this time, all participants are in a listen-

only mode.  Later, we will conduct the question-and-answer session.  Please note that this 

conference is being recorded. 

 

The host and speaker will be Jose David Salazar, EPM's Treasurer.  Before I leave you with your 

host, we will give the floor to Catalina Lopez, Investor Relations Officer.  Ms. Lopez, please 

proceed. 

 

Catalina Lopez^  Thank you, Jeanette.  Good morning to all of you and welcome to EPM's 

conference call where we will be presenting the consolidated earnings results of EPM during the 

first quarter of 2014. 

  

Before we begin, it's important to mention that during this call, the management's comments may 

include forward-looking statements relating to future performance.  Such statements do not 

constitute any guarantee of performance taking into account any risks or uncertainties that may 

occur or materialize. 

  

Consequently, EPM declines any responsibility in the event that the future results are other than 

the projections mentioned during this call. 

 

The conference call will be led by Mr. Jose David Salazar, EPM's Treasurer.  He's joined by 

several members of the Company's senior management team.  Please, Mr. Jose David Salazar, 

proceed. 

 

Jose David Salazar^  Thank you, Catalina.  Good morning, everyone.  And thank you for joining 

us today.  I would like to start with the relevant facts for the quarter. 

 

During the quarter, EPM and a Brazilian company, Cemig, that largest integrated company of the 

Brazilian electric sector, subscribed an alliance to participate in the sale process of shares of 

Isagen.  This alliance will allow us to protect and enhance our investment in Isagen and will 

contribute to pass that Company's control to a recognized and [reiterate] global company, thus 

opening for us future growth possibilities in Latin America, particularly in Brazil, one of the 

major countries in our target market. 

 

TICSA, a subsidiary of EPM Group in Mexico was awarded a bid for expansion of the 

wastewater treatment plant of Compania Cervecera de Coahuila for $20 million.  This project will 

contribute to our consolidation in Latin America, giving us the opportunity to work closely with 



Constellation Brands, the largest premium wine producer in the world, which with its Coahuila is 

the third largest brewery in the United States. 

 

Regarding our investment projects along the quarter, I would like to highlight the awarding by 

Emvarias of the construction of the lead ship treatment system and the first stage of [Altair II] 

vessel.  The awarding of this work marks the beginning of the garbage collection investment plan 

for $92 million approximately along eight years. 

 

The lead ship plant will be one of the most modern in Latin America.  This treatment system is 

part of Emvarias' commitment to protect the Medellin River and one of the goals set in the 

strategic plan that fix the environmental sustainability for the city and the building of the 18 

communities located in the influenced area. 

 

In terms of corporate social responsibility, we have got Semana Magazine, one of the publications 

with the widest circulation in Colombia, included EPM among the 20 most sustainable companies 

in the country.  The creation of social initiatives and the reduction of the environmental impact of 

its projects are part of EPM's commitment to sustainability.  EPM Group works day-to-day to 

contribute to build sustainable and competitive territories with a clear purpose, improving the 

community's quality of life. 

 

In its latest digital edition, Forbes Magazine published an article titled 'The Transformation of 

Medellin and the Surprising Company Behind It,' highlighting the strategic role played by EPM 

in the transformation of Medellin into an innovative city.  Thanks for the partnership with EPM, 

Medellin has been able to foster social inclusion, creating opportunities for traditional in 

marginalized neighborhoods obtaining international recognition and attracting investors. 

 

In terms of the financial matters, we have the $305 million where we receive from companies 

where we have a stake.  Of this, $279 million are coming from controlled companies and $27 

million are coming from non-controlled companies. 

 

And on the dividend coming from controlled companies, I would like to mention DECA, our 

subsidiary in Guatemala with $32 million; CHEC in Manizales, Colombia with $30 million; 

ESSA from Santander, Colombia with $18 million; and Aguas Nacionales with $10 million. 

 

Financial surplus for $463 million was declared in favor of the municipality of Medellin.  Of this 

amount, as of March, $133 million has already been paid. 

 

Fitch Ratings ratified AAA local rating for the payment capacity of our energy subsidiaries in 

Colombia, CHEC, EDEQ, CENS and ESSA.  All ratings consider a stable outlook. 

 

In terms of the energy market, during the first quarter of 2014, commercial demand in Colombia 

was 15,385 gigawatts, equivalent to 5% growth with respect to the same quarter of last year.  This 

growth is explained mainly by the entrance of a large customer in Colombia, [Grubiales], and by 

the temperature rise in most of the national territory.  EPM Group demand in Colombian grid is 

1.6%. 

 

Here, I want to draw your attention to EDEQ, our subsidiary in Quindio in Colombia and its 8% 

growth.  This company recovered in 2014 the public lighting of the city of Armenia that had been 

served by another provider. 

 



In Colombia, the EPM Group maintains its participation close to 24% in the national demand.  

Internationally, EPM Group's company experienced significant growth.  Important among this is 

the increase in El Salvador since Delsur recovered the large customer, Kimberly, that until last 

year has been served by another provider.  The largest participation of EPM Group in the total 

demand takes place in Guatemala with 45% and it includes the demand of EEGSA and 

COMEGSA. 

 

Also, regarding the energy pricing, the spot market, we have in Colombia the first quarter of the 

year hydraulic generation accounted for almost 70% of the total electric output.  This shows in 

the lower spot price compared to Central American countries.  Also, for this reason, the 

Colombian spot price is more volatile. 

 

The price incremental with respect to last year is explained by the fact that the low reservoir 

levels at the beginning of 2014, resulting from less rains since the end of 2013, forced the 

dispatch of thermal resources, which are more expensive than hydraulic ones. 

 

Guatemala has had abundant water inflows since the end of 2013.  For this reason, prices for the 

first quarter of 2014 are lower than those of same period of last year.  The spot price increase in 

Panama was the result of low rainfall and the unavailability of some generation plants.  In the 

other countries where we have spreads in the spot price depends mainly from the cost of fuel 

contracts of thermal generators. 

 

Regarding the real generation, in the first quarter of 2014, river flows from both the whole system 

and the rivers flowing into EPM's reservoirs were slightly above the historical mean, permitting 

increased generation with respect to 2013.  The first quarter of 2013 was characterized by the low 

river flows that are typical of this dry season. 

 

Moving to main projects.  The investments during the first quarter of 2014 totaled $241 million 

equivalent to a 56% decrease with respect to the same quarter of last year.  This decrease is 

explained by the inclusion of 2013 in favor of EPM, the BOOMT contract of Ituango, for 

approximately $400 million.  Excluding this, there is an increase of 59% in investments. 

 

The most significant investment during the quarter are those of the energy business unit for $170 

million.  Here, the Ituango project spans out with an investment of $84 million, together with Los 

Cururos wind farm in Chile with $7 million and Colombian projects of rural electrification on 

Nueva Esperanza with $10 million and $3 million, respectively. 

 

In the water business unit, the investments totaled $24 million and include the wastewater 

treatment plant in Bajo with an investment of $14 million, and other water works from (inaudible) 

and infrastructure with $10 million investment. 

 

In the telecommunications business unit, investments totaled $47 million associated with 

technology. 

 

Overall, the energy business unit accounted for 71% of the Group's consolidated investment in 

the first quarter.  The water business unit participated with 10% and telecommunications with 

19%. 

 

In terms of the Ituango hydroelectric project, we have a total progress of 22%.  And I would like 

to highlight the powerhouse excavation is at 31% completion.  The transformer is covering at 

67% and the spillway excavation is at 24%. 



 

The wastewater treatment plant in Bajo shows a project progress of 19%, of which the interceptor 

is at 61% completion, and the plan at 10%. 

 

Now moving into the macroeconomic scenario for the first quarter of 2014.  It is expected that in 

2014, the economy of Central American countries, where the group is present, will show signals 

of gradual growth, as internal demand recovers, particularly in Mexico. 

 

It is expected that the improved condition of the world economy will give rise to an increasing 

global demand, fostering tourism and exports, and construction in the United States (technical 

difficulty) Central America. 

 

The Colombian economy is showing signals of expansion.  Retail sales show positive behavior.  

The increased energy demand and coffee output, the moderate (induced) growth the 

[denomination] of construction of consumption and the lower unemployment figures add to the 

positive behavior during the first quarter of the year despite the weaker indicators of foreign 

trade. 

 

In terms of the macroeconomic factors for the first quarter, we highlight PPI in Colombia for the 

first quarter of 2014, was at 3.64% with agriculture and industry-related products had the highest 

impact on price variations. 

 

Chilean and Colombian currencies were the only currency that depreciated during the first quarter 

of 2014, in fact determined by this lower rhythm of asset purchases from the United States.  In 

Chile, the decline of the price of copper and the rise in the price of oil contributed to the growing 

trend of the exchange rate. 

 

Contrary to this, in Guatemala and Mexico, the exchange rate appreciated due to the increase of 

remittances caused by the recovery of the US economy.  And also in Mexico, by the arrival of 

investment flows on account of the energy reform enacted in December of 2013. 

 

It is important to mention that in the particular case of Colombia, during the last days of March of 

2014, the exchange rate appreciated, reversing the trend.  The big determiner of such behavior 

was JPMorgan's announcement regarding the increase of participation of domestic public debt in 

one of its major index. 

 

In terms of CPI, with the exception of Colombia, in all the countries where the Group is present, 

prices showed falling trends.  This behavior is explained by this lower denomination of domestic 

consumption and the falling price trend of commodities.  In contrast, prices in Colombia 

increased particularly for food products, transport, housing, health and education, all in line with 

the consumption expansion [manageable] since the end of last year. 

 

In regards to our income statement, I would like to highlight revenues in the first quarter of 2014 

totaled $1.7 billion, with a slight 3% decrease with respect to last year, explained by the FX 

impact.  The Colombian peso exchange rate with respect to the dollar for the first quarter of 2013 

and 2014 stood at COL1791 per $1 and COL2004 per $1, respectively, resulting in a 12% 

depreciation for the quarter.  Excluding the depreciation effect, revenue rose by 8% as a result of 

increased revenue in the business units of energy, mainly in Panama and telecommunications. 

 



EBITDA stood at $532 million, a 4% decline as a result of the FX impact.  Excluding FX, 

EBITDA grew by 7% mainly due to the revenue increase of the telecommunication business unit 

and lower cost of generation segment in EPM foreign company. 

 

Operating income was $375 million with a 1% increase.  Excluding depreciation, operating 

surplus increased by 13%, mainly as a result of lower cost for generation segment in EPM foreign 

company derived from fewer energy purchases and lower prices in the energy pool.  Additionally, 

revenue for the telecommunication business unit increased while provisions for account 

receivable for the Group as a whole decreased. 

 

Net income totaled $217 million, equivalent to a 6% decline.  Excluding depreciation, net income 

increased by 6%.  This figure is explained by non-operating activities.  Interest expense increased 

due to both [higher debt] by EPM foreign company and inclusion of the Group TICSA into our 

figures, also because of the higher provision for certain claims due to new legal processes and 

change of amount in some of the ongoing processes. 

 

Additionally, non-operating revenue declined because of recoveries during 2013, resulting from 

adjustments made to the accounting policy, specifically to the methodology of [relation] of 

provisions for accounts receivable to certain claims. 

 

As of March 2014, EBITDA net margins remained stable with respect to the same quarter of last 

year.  Operating margin increased by 1% because of the reasons mentioned before for the 

behavior of operating income. 

 

In terms of revenue, I would like to highlight that revenues from foreign subsidiaries increased by 

21% and competed 29% of the total revenue for the Group.  This is explained by the behavior of 

ENSA in Panama, where energy demand and energy prices were higher. 

 

Revenues from the telecommunication services, which accounted for 20% of the Group's total 

revenue, increased by 15% as a result of the increase in UNE of revenues from TV, Internet and 

4G LTE products.  Also, Telco?s revenues grew 70% due to the addition of new customers. 

 

The water subsidiaries in Colombia, which accounted for 1% of the total revenue for the Group, 

grew by 149% as a result of the addition of Emvarias to the economic group. 

 

EPM foreign company, which represents 38% of the total Group's revenue, declined slightly by 

1% as a result in the generation segment.  Fewer amounts sold under the long-term contract in 

fact explained in turn by expectations of whole price higher than the contract's price. 

 

As of March 2014, the energy business unit accounted for 74% of the Group's consolidated 

revenue.  Telecommunications unit participated with 20% and the water unit with 6%. 

 

Of the Group's revenue, the first quarter of 2014, 71% corresponded to operations in Colombia 

and 29% from foreign subsidiaries. 

 

In terms of EBITDA, as of March 2014, our EBITDA decreased by 4% compared to the same 

period of last year.  Excluding the depreciation effect, EBITDA grew by 7% with the following 

facts deserving to be mentioned. 

 



EPM foreign company which accounted for 57% of the Group's EBITDA increased by 4%, 

mainly due to lower costs, product in turn of lower purchases in the pool both in units and price.  

Additionally, diesel fuel purchases for generation of the last year plant decreased. 

 

Telecommunications subsidiaries with 18% of the Group's EBITDA grew by 18%, as a result of 

increased television, Internet and data services.  The energy business unit participated with 73% 

of the Group's consolidated EBITDA.  The water business unit with 9% and telecommunications 

with 18%. 

 

Of the Group's consolidated EBITDA during the first quarter, 90% corresponded to operations in 

Colombia and 10% in some subsidiaries abroad. 

 

In terms of net income as of March of 2014, we have the net income [fell] by 6% with respect to 

the same period of last year.  Excluding the depreciation effect, net income increased by 6%. 

 

EPM foreign company, which accounted for 70% of the net income, increased by 4% as a result 

of both the already mentioned EBITDA increase and a decrease in the income tax provision. 

 

Telecommunication subsidiaries participated with 6% of the Group's net income due to better 

operating income during the period because of increased TV, Internet and data services. 

 

Colombian subsidiaries, which participated with 17% of the Group's net income, increased by 

11% mainly as a result of the decline in income tax resulting from higher fiscal depreciation.  

Water subsidiaries in Colombia, which accounted for 2% of the net income, increased by 68% as 

a result of the addition of the Emvarias to the economic group. 

 

The energy business unit participated with 82% of the Group's consolidated income, the water 

business unit with 10% and telecommunication business with 7%. 

 

Of the Group's net income during the first quarter of 2014, 92% corresponded to operations in 

Colombia and 8% to the foreign subsidiaries. 

 

In terms of the balance sheet, we have the Group's total assets, totaled $19 billion with a 3% 

decrease.  The energy business unit participated with 63% of the Group's assets, the water 

business unit with 16% and telecommunications with 12%.  The remaining 9% corresponds to the 

orders segments which includes the Group's investment in non-controlled companies. 

 

Assets in Colombian pesos excluding the FX impact dropped by 1% mainly to the decline in 

cash, resulting from increased payments of financial liabilities and [third classes] paid to the 

municipality of Medellin. 

 

The Group's consolidated liability totaled $8 billion and had no variations versus December of 

2013.  Liabilities impaired excluding the FX impact grew by 2% mainly due to the accrual of 

financial surpluses payable to the municipality of Medellin.  Equity totaled $11 billion with a 

decrease of 4%. 

 

In terms of the ratios, we have total debt to total assets ratio at 41%, financial debt to total assets 

at 23%.  In terms of liabilities, we have financial liabilities represent 57% of the total liabilities.  

And in terms of liability ratio, we have EBITDA to financial expenses at 6.79% and debt to 

EBITDA at 2.08%. 

 



Regarding the events subsequent to the closing, we have the offer of rent in Colombia, a 

subsidiary of Grupo I Colombia that was accepted for the operating lease of 50 garbage 

compactor trucks for delivery of garbage collection services by Emvarias during the next seven 

years.  This will result in operating savings for the Group of approximately $3 million. 

 

The Superintendency of Industry And Commerce issued last April 15 the authorization for UNE 

and Millicom merger.  The request for the merger was filed with the Financial Superintendency 

last April 11th. 

 

EPM started approaching to obtain authorization by the Medellin City Council to take part of 

selling their voluntary [forward] tender offer of shares of Isagen in case it is not the auction 

winner. 

 

EGGSA signed contracts with generating companies that will produce 549,000 megawatts to 

cover energy demand during the next three years. 

 

As for the outlook for the rest of 2014, we highlight that there is an 80% probability of 

occurrence of El Nino phenomenon at the end of the year.  Its main impact for the Group is 

associated with the reduction of energy sales. 

 

Usually, during the El Nino phenomenon, river-flows in the country and in the areas where 

EPM's power plants are located decline.  This could imply less generation and high market prices, 

which in turn reduce sales in the energy pool and require purchases to be able to serve the long-

term contracts. 

 

Taken into consideration the measures being taken by the power sector and provided commitment 

associated with the reliability charge are complied with, the risk of energy rationing is low.  EPM 

has taken all possible measures to reduce impact on businesses and users. 

 

In Chile, a tax law amendment is being debated.  Its impact will fall primarily on big companies 

since their income tax will increase gradually between 2014 and 2017 from 20% to 25%.  Also, 

the commissioning of Los Cururos wind farm is expected for May, with 20 aerogenerators.  The 

farm's 57 aerogenerators will be fully operational in July. 

 

Let's open it up for questions. 

 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 

Operator^  Thank you.  We will now begin the question-and-session.  (Operator Instructions) 

 

And our first question comes from Roy Yackulic of Bank of America.  Please go ahead. 

 

Roy Yackulic^  Thanks a lot for the call.  Hi, thanks for the call.  I have a question regarding the 

reported net leverage which you reported 2.08, I guess, it's gross leverage.  Last quarter, it was 

reported at 2.43 times.  I'm wondering how it's so much down.  I don't have the financial details.  

I just have the press release.  And it doesn't look like anything was de-consolidated in terms of 

Telco operations and debt.  So I'm wondering why the change in reported leverage quarter-over-

quarter? 

 

Jose David Salazar^  Hello, Roy.  Just give me one second.  Let me set the [rates that's] here. 



 

Roy Yackulic^  Yes.  Yes, I'm looking at the fourth quarter press release that says group, EPM 

Group leverage at 2.43 at end of the 2013. 

 

Jose David Salazar^  2.43? 

 

Roy Yackulic^  Yes. 

 

Jose David Salazar^  I think it could be explained by the payment of some debt, but I could get 

back to you.  I can -- 

 

Roy Yackulic^  Yes, I'll send an e-mail to Catalina and ask specifically why the decrease in net 

debt quarter-over-quarter.  Thanks. 

 

Jose David Salazar^  Okay.  Yes, no problem. 

 

Operator^  And our next question comes from [Susan Leviasco of FML].  Please go ahead. 

 

Susan Leviasco^  Thanks very much for the call.  We appreciate it.  I just had two questions 

please.  Given the response to the last question about payment of debt, my question was, do you 

have any borrowing plans for this year?  So that was one.  But maybe the answer will be no, but 

we'll ask anyway. 

 

The second question I wanted to ask is, now that the Superintendency of Industry and Commerce 

has issued authorization for the merger of UNE and Millicom, can you sort of walk us through the 

timeline and how that might play out and what you expect the impact of that to be? 

 

And then, lastly, you gave us a very nice comprehensive overview of all the different business 

segments and we appreciate that.  But if you could please tell us what do think is the most critical 

challenge facing the company this year, that would be helpful.  Thank you. 

 

Jose David Salazar^  Okay.  So in terms of the payment of debt, so I guess the borrowing plans 

that we have are, I guess, they come as long as we have like new projects or new investments.  

But to keep our operation functioning, I guess, we can attend the operation with the cash flow 

generated by the company. 

 

We also have some loans already contracted with some multinational companies, but these 

(volumes) will be planned basically for the second part of the year. 

 

In terms of the UNE and Millicom merger, we're waiting for the approval of the Financial 

Superintendency, but our expectation is that the merge should be completed within the next two 

months. 

 

What was the third question? 

 

Susan Leviasco^  What do you see is the biggest challenge for the company for the year?  What 

are you most worried about? 

 

Jose David Salazar^  I think we're more concerned about the dry season and the El Nino 

phenomenon in case where we have like 80% probably of the El Nino phenomenon happening 



this year, which could imply like lower energy sales for us.  So that's our main concern at this 

point. 

 

Susan Leviasco^  And approximately what magnitude lower? 

 

Jose David Salazar^  Well, I don't have the exact number, but I can get back to you with a 

number.  I can e-mail it to you, but I don't have the number with me right now. 

 

Susan Leviasco^  No worries.  I was just looking for a ballpark if it's 10%, 20% or higher. 

 

Jose David Salazar^  I will confirm with my team and I'll send you the number. 

 

Susan Leviasco^  Okay, thank you. 

 

Jose David Salazar^  No problem. 

 

Operator^  (Operator Instructions) 

 

Jose David Salazar^  Okay, so if there are no more questions, I would like to thank everyone for 

calling in and we hope to see you again in our next conference.  Thank you. 

 

Operator^  Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.  This concludes today's conference.  Thank you for 

participating.  You may now disconnect. 

 


